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1 Introduction

Recently, the Event Horizon Telescope team showcased the first image of the supermassive

black hole in the center of the giant elliptical galaxy M87 [1–6]. This event is terribly

exciting because it confirms once again that there exists exactly black hole in our Universe.

Moreover, the information carried by the image is of great benefit to the understanding

of the black hole shadow and the matter accretion process. Black hole shadow is a two-

dimensional dark region in the observer’s sky, where light rays from the source fall into an

event horizon. It is well known that the shape and size of shadow depend on the black hole

parameters [7, 8], which implies that the shadow could be regarded as a potential tool to

identify black holes. Thus, the shadows of black holes with different parameters have been

studied recently in various theories of gravity [7–16, 16–42]. For example, the shadow is

a perfect rounded silhouette for a Schwarzschild black hole, but it becomes a “D”-shaped

silhouette for a fast rotating black hole due to dragging effect [7, 8]. Moreover, the cusp

silhouettes of shadows with small eye lashes are found in the spacetime of Kerr black hole

with Proca hair [9] and the Konoplya-Zhidenko rotating non-Kerr black hole [10]. The self-

similar fractal structures appear in the black hole shadows when the equations of photon

motion are not variable separable in the background spacetimes due to the chaotic motion

of photon [11–18]. Recently, the shadows have been investigated for high-dimensional

black holes including the Schwarzschild-Tangherlini black hole [43], the five-dimensional

rotating Myers-Perry black hole [44] and the five-dimensional rotating Einstein-Maxwell-

Chern-Simons black hole [45], and the rotating black hole in Randall-Sundrum theories [54].

These studies show that the extra dimension imprints in the black hole shadows.

Here, we focus on the rotating squashed KK black hole, which is a kind of interesting

Kaluza-Klein type metrics with the special topology and asymptotical structure [47]. This

family of black holes have squashed S3 horizons. In the vicinity of horizon, the black hole

has a structure like a five-dimensional black hole, but it behaves as the four-dimensional

black holes with a constant twisted S1 fiber in the far region. In these squashed KK black
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holes, the size of compactified extra dimension can be adjusted by the parameter r∞. Re-

cent investigations showed that the information of the size of the extra dimension for a KK

black hole with squashed horizons imprints in its spectrum of Hawking radiation [48, 49],

quasinormal frequencies [50–52], precession of a gyroscope in a circular orbit [53] and strong

gravitational lensing [54], which could open a possible window to observe extra dimensions

in the future. In the present work we study the shadow of a rotating squashed KK black

hole and probe the features of the black hole shadow caused by the fifth dimension.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce briefly the rotating

squashed Kaluza-Klein black hole spacetime and the corresponding null geodesics. In

section 3, we study the features in the shadow of a rotating squashed Kaluza-Klein black

hole and find that the shadow is heavily influenced by the specific angular momentum of

photon from the fifth dimension. Finally, we present a summary and some discussions in

the last section.

2 The rotating squashed Kaluza-Klein black hole spacetime and null

geodesics

The neutral rotating squashed KK black hole is a vacuum axisymmetric solution of Einstein

field equation, which can be obtained by applying the squashing transformation technique

to a five-dimensional Kerr black hole with two equal angular momenta [47]. The metric of

this rotating squashed KK black hole can be expressed as

ds2 = −dt̃ 2 +
Σ0

∆0
k(r)2dr2 +

r2 + a2

4

[
k(r)(σ21 + σ22) + σ23

]
+

M

r2 + a2

(
dt̃− a

2
σ3

)2
, (2.1)

with

Σ0 = r2(r2 + a2), (2.2)

∆0 = (r2 − r2+)(r2 − r2−), (2.3)

k(r) =
(r2∞ − r2+)(r2∞ − r2−)

(r2∞ − r2)2
, (2.4)

and

σ1 = − sin ψ̃dθ + cos ψ̃ sin θdφ, (2.5)

σ2 = cos ψ̃dθ + sin ψ̃ sin θdφ, (2.6)

σ3 = dψ̃ + cos θdφ, (2.7)

where the angular coordinates satisfy 0 < θ < π, 0 < φ < 2π and 0 < ψ̃ < 4π. The

quantity r∞ corresponds to the spatial infinity and the polar coordinate r runs in the

range 0 < r < r∞. The parameters M and a are associated with the mass and angular

momenta of the black hole, respectively. The outer and inner horizons of the black hole are

located at r+ and r−, which are functions of M and a, i.e., r2± = M − 2a2±
√
M2 − 4a2M .

The squashed parameter k(r+) deforms the shape of black hole horizon.
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Introducing a radial coordinate [47]

ρ = ρ̃0
r2

r2∞ − r2
, (2.8)

with

ρ̃20 =
(r2∞ + a2)[(r2∞ + a2)2 −Mr2∞]

4r4∞
. (2.9)

One can find that the metric (2.1) can be rewritten as

ds2 = −dt̃ 2 + Udρ2 +R2(σ21 + σ22) +W 2σ23 + V
(
dt̃− a

2
σ3

)2
, (2.10)

with

K2 =
ρ+ ρ̃0

ρ+ a2

r2∞+a2
ρ̃0
, V =

M

r2∞ + a2
K2, W 2 =

r2∞ + a2

4K2
,

R2 =
(ρ+ ρ̃0)

2

K2
, U =

(
r2∞

r2∞ + a2

)2
ρ̃20

W 2 − r2∞
4

ρ
ρ+ρ̃0

V
.

(2.11)

As the rotation parameter a vanishes, the metric (2.10) reduces to that of a five-dimensional

Schwarzschild black hole with squashed horizon. When r∞ → ∞ (k(r) → 1), the squash-

ing effect disappears and then the metric of the usual five-dimensional Kerr black hole

with two equal angular momenta is recovered in this limit. Adopting to the coordinates

transformation [47]

t̃ = h t, ψ̃ = ψ − j t, (2.12)

with

h =

√
(r2∞ + a2)2 −Mr2∞

(r2∞ + a2)2 +Ma2
, j =

2Ma

(r2∞ + a2)2 +Ma2
, (2.13)

it is found that the cross-term between dt̃ and σ3 in the asymptotic form (i.e., ρ→∞) of the

metric (2.10) vanishes, which means that the asymptotic topology of the spacetime (2.10)

has the same form as the Schwarzschild squashed KK black hole spacetime. From the

Komar mass Mk for the black hole (2.10) [54]

Mk =
Mπ

2G5

(r2∞ + a2)2 −Ma2√
(r2∞ + a2)2 +Ma2

√
(r2∞ + a2)2 −Mr2∞

=
M

4G4

(r2∞ + a2)2 −Ma2

(r2∞ + a2)2 +Ma2

√
r2∞ + a2√

(r2∞ + a2)2 −Mr2∞
,

(2.14)

we obtain the relationship between the five-dimensional and four-dimensional gravitational

constants

G5 = 2πr′∞G4, (2.15)
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with

r′∞ =

√
(r2∞ + a2)2 +Ma2

r2∞ + a2
. (2.16)

Obviously, the expression of r′∞ is more complicated than that of r∞. However, the geomet-

ric interpretation for r′∞ is clearer than that of r∞ in the rotating squashed KK black hole

spacetime (2.10) [47], which implies that the parameter r′∞ is better than r∞ for the com-

pactified dimension. As the rotation parameter a disappears, we find that r′∞ reduces to

r∞ and then the relationship (2.15) tends to the usual form in the Schwarzschild squashed

KK black hole spacetime, i.e., G5 = 2πr∞G4. As in ref. [53], one can introduce a quantity

ρM , which is related to Komar mass Mk by

ρM ≡ 2G4Mk =
M

2

(r2∞ + a2)2 −Ma2

(r2∞ + a2)2 +Ma2

√
r2∞ + a2√

(r2∞ + a2)2 −Mr2∞
. (2.17)

For a sake of simplifying the calculation, we make use of the following transformations

r′2 =
(r2∞ + a2)2 +Ma2

r4∞ + r2a2
r2, ρ20 =

r′2∞ −M
4

, b =

√
M

r2∞ + a2
a, (2.18)

and then find that the radial coordinate (2.8) and the quantity ρM can be rewritten as

ρ = ρ0
r′2

r′2∞ − r′2
,

ρM =
ρ0M

r′2∞ −M
(r2∞ + a2)2 −Ma2

(r2∞ + a2)2 +Ma2
=

Mρ0
r′2∞ −M

(
1− 2b2

r′2∞

)
. (2.19)

With these transformations, one can find that the metric (2.10) can be given in a new

form [54]

ds2 = −A(ρ)dt2+B(ρ)dρ2+C(ρ)(dθ2+sin2 θdφ2)+D(ρ)(dψ+cos θdφ)2−2H(ρ)dt(dψ+cos θdφ),

(2.20)

where

A(ρ) =
4− V(aj − 2)2 − 4j2W2

4h2
, B(ρ) = U(ρ), C(ρ) = R2(ρ),

D(ρ) =
a2V + 4W2

4
, H(ρ) =

2aV − (a2V + 4W2)j

4h
,

(2.21)

with

K2 =
ρ+ r2∞+a2

r2∞
ρ0

ρ+ a2

r2∞
ρ0

, V =
M

r2∞ + a2
K2, W2 =

r2∞ + a2

4K2
,

R2(ρ) =

(
ρ+

a2

r2∞
ρ0

)(
ρ+

r2∞ + a2

r2∞
ρ0

)
, U(ρ) =

ρ20

W2 − r2∞
4

ρ
KRV

.

(2.22)
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There are only three independent parameters among the parameters ρ0, M , a, r∞, r′∞, ρM
and b. Here, we select the parameters ρ0, ρM and b as the independent parameters and

the others are related to them by

r2∞ = 2ρ0(ρM + ρ0)− b2 +
√
b4 − 4b2ρ0(ρ0 − ρM ) + 4ρ20(ρM + ρ0)2,

− b2(4ρ20 − b2)
2ρ0(ρM − ρ0) + b2 +

√
b4 − 4b2ρ0(ρ0 − ρM ) + 4ρ20(ρM + ρ0)2

,

r′2∞ = b2 + 2ρ0ρM + 2ρ20 +
√
b4 − 4b2ρ0(ρ0 − ρM ) + 4ρ20(ρM + ρ0)2,

M = b2 + 2ρ0ρM − 2ρ20 +
√
b4 − 4b2ρ0(ρ0 − ρM ) + 4ρ20(ρM + ρ0)2,

a = b

[
1 +

4ρ20 − b2

2ρ0(ρM − ρ0) + b2 +
√
b4 − 4b2ρ0(ρ0 − ρM ) + 4ρ20(ρM + ρ0)2

] 1
2

.

(2.23)

With these quantities, all of coefficients in the metric (2.20) can be expressed as functions

of the parameters ρ0, ρM and b. With this functions, we can further study the shadow of

the rotating squashed KK black hole (2.20).

In the background of the rotating squashed KK black hole (2.20), the Lagrange density

of a photon propagation along null geodesics can be expressed as

L =
1

2
gµν ẋ

µẋν , (2.24)

where a dot represents a derivative with respect to affine parameter λ along the geodesics.

Since all of metric functions gµν are independent of the coordinates t, φ and ψ, there are

three conserved quantities for the photon propagation

E = −pt = −gttṫ− gtφφ̇− gtψψ̇,
Lφ = pφ = gtφṫ+ gφφφ̇+ gφψψ̇,

Lψ = pψ = gtψ ṫ+ gφψφ̇+ gψψψ̇,

(2.25)

where E is energy of the photon. Lφ and Lψ denote its angular momentum in the φ and

ψ directions, respectively. With these conserved quantities, the null geodesics for a photon

can be further simplified as

ṫ =
D(ρ)E −H(ρ)Lψ
A(ρ)D(ρ) +H(ρ)2

, φ̇ =
Lφ − cos θLψ

sin2 θ C(ρ)
,

ψ̇ =
H(ρ)E +A(ρ)Lψ
A(ρ)D(ρ) +H(ρ)2

−
(Lφ − Lψ cos θ) cos θ

sin2 θ C(ρ)
,

(2.26)

and

C(ρ)2 ρ̇2 = R(ρ) =
C(ρ)2

B(ρ)

[
D(ρ)E2 − 2H(ρ)ELψ −A(ρ)L2

ψ

A(ρ)D(ρ) +H(ρ)2
−
L2
φ +Q

C(ρ)

]
,

C(ρ)2 θ̇2 = Θ(θ) = −
(Lφ − cos θLψ)2

sin2 θ
+ L2

φ +Q,

(2.27)
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where Q is the Carter constant. From the above equation, we find that the θ-component

equation is independent of the rotation parameter and it is exactly identical to the equation

in the static squashed KK black hole spacetime, which would yield some special properties

of the shadow of the black hole (2.20). The circular orbits satisfy

R(ρ) = 0, R′(ρ) = 0. (2.28)

It is well known that the unstable circular orbits are very important to determine the

boundary of the shadow casted by a black hole.

3 Shadow of a rotating squashed Kaluza-Klein black hole

We assume that the observer is located in the spatial infinity in the rotating squashed KK

black hole spacetime. As ρ→∞, the metric (2.20) becomes

ds2 = −dt2 + dρ2 + ρ2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2) +
r′2∞
4

(dψ + cos θdφ)2, (3.1)

which describes a four-dimensional Minkowski spacetime with a constant twisted S1 fiber.

Setting dw = r′∞
2 (dψ + cos θdφ), and making the coordinate transformation

x = ρ sin θ cosφ, y = ρ cos θ, z = ρ sin θ sinφ, (3.2)

one can find that the above metric can be rewritten as

ds2 = −dt2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2 + dw2, (3.3)

which has a form of five-dimensional Minkowski metric. Thus, in the rotating squashed

KK black hole spactime, the observer basis at the spatial infinity {et̂, ex̂, eŷ, eẑ, eŵ} can be

expanded as a form in the coordinate basis {∂t, ∂ρ, ∂θ, ∂φ, ∂ψ} [55, 56]

eµ̂ = eνµ̂∂ν . (3.4)

Here eνµ̂ is the transform matrix which satisfies gµνe
µ
α̂e
ν
β̂

= ηα̂β̂ . ηα̂β̂ is the five-dimensional

Minkowski metric. In general, it is not unique for the transformation (3.4) which satisfies

both the spatial rotations and Lorentz boosts. For a rotating squashed KK black hole

spacetime (2.20), one can choice a convenient decomposition associated with a reference

frame with zero axial angular momentum in relation to spatial infinity [55, 56]

eνµ̂ =


ζ 0 0 λ χ

0 Aρ 0 0 0

0 0 Aθ 0 0

0 0 0 Aφ ε

0 0 0 0 Aψ

 , (3.5)

where ζ, λ, χ, ε, Ar, Aθ, Aφ and Aψ are real coefficients. According to the Minkowski

normalization

eµ̂e
ν̂ = δ ν̂µ̂ , (3.6)

– 6 –
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one can obtain

Aρ =
1
√
gρρ

, Aθ =
1
√
gθθ

, Aφ =

√
gψψ

gφφgψψ − g2φψ
,

Aψ =
1
√
gψψ

, ε = −
gφψ
gψψ

√
gψψ

gφφgψψ − g2φψ
,

ζ =

√
g2φψ − gφφgψψ√

gttgφφgψψ + 2gtφgtψgφψ − g2tφgψψ − g2tψgφφ − g2φψgtt
,

λ =
gtφgψψ − gtψgφψ√

g2φψ − gφφgψψ
√
gttgφφgψψ + 2gtφgtψgφψ − g2tφgψψ − g2tψgφφ − g2φψgtt

,

χ =
gtψgφφ − gtφgφψ√

g2φψ − gφφgψψ
√
gttgφφgψψ + 2gtφgtψgφψ − g2tφgψψ − g2tψgφφ − g2φψgtt

.

(3.7)

Therefore, the locally measured five-momentum pµ̂ of a photon is computed by the projec-

tion of its five-momentum pµ into eµ̂

pt̂ = ζE − λpφ − χpψ, px̂ =
1
√
gρρ

pρ,

pŷ =
1
√
gθθ

pθ, pẑ =

√
gψψ

gφφgψψ − g2φψ

(
pφ −

gφψ
gψψ

pψ

)
, pŵ =

1
√
gψψ

pψ.

(3.8)

The four-vector ~p is the photon’s linear momentum with components px̂, pŷ, pẑ and pŵ in

the orthonormal basis {ex̂, eŷ, eẑ, eŵ},

~p = px̂ex̂ + pŷeŷ + pẑeẑ + pŵeŵ. (3.9)

Combing the transformation (3.2) with the geometry of the photon’s linear momentum,

we have

px̂ = p̃ cosα cosβ, pŷ = p̃ sinα, pẑ = p̃ cosα sinβ, pŵ =
√
|~p|2 − p̃2. (3.10)

where p̃ =
√

(px̂)2 + (pŷ)2 + (pẑ)2. In general, there should be three celestial coordinates of

photon’s image in the observer’s sky in the five-dimensional background spacetime. Since

in the spatial infinity the rotating squashed KK black hole spacetime has a structure of

four-dimensional Minkowski spacetime with a constant twisted S1 fiber, the fifth dimension

is compacted for the observer in the position far from black hole in this case. This allows

us to adopt the usual celestial coordinates (x, y) in the four-dimensional case to describe

the position of photon’s image in the observer’s sky because the celestial coordinates (x, y)

could be observed really by our astronomical experiments. Moreover, it is very convenient

for us to compare our results with those obtained in the usual four-dimensional black hole

spacetimes. The celestial coordinates (x, y) for the photon’s image in observer’s sky for a

– 7 –
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rotating squashed KK black hole (2.20) are

x = − lim
ρobs→∞

ρobs tanβ = − lim
ρobs→∞

ρobs
pẑ

px̂
= −

ξφ − ξψ cos θ0
sin θ0

r′∞√
r′2∞ − 4ξ2ψ

,

y = lim
ρobs→∞

ρobs
tanα

cosβ
= lim

ρobs→∞
ρobs

pŷ

px̂
=

r′∞√
r′2∞ − 4ξ2ψ

√
η + ξ2φ −

(
ξφ − ξψ cos θ0

sin θ0

)2

.

(3.11)

Here ξφ ≡ Lφ/E, ξψ ≡ Lψ/E, η ≡ Q/E2, and ρobs is the distance between black hole and

the observer. θ0 is the inclination angle of observer. From eq. (3.11), it is easy to obtain

x2 + y2 =
r′2∞(η + ξ2φ)

r′2∞ − 4ξ2ψ
, (3.12)

which implies that the shape of the shadow is a perfect black disk for a rotating squashed

KK black hole (2.20). It is different from that of a usual rotating black hole. This special

property of shadow of a rotating squashed KK black hole could be explained by a fact that

the θ- component equation is independent of the rotation parameter in this special black

hole spacetime. Moreover, we find that the radius of the image in the observer’s sky caused

by the photon with ξψ is

Rs =
r′∞

√
η + ξ2φ√

r′2∞ − 4ξ2ψ

=
r′∞√

r′2∞ − 4ξ2ψ

√
C(ρps)[D(ρps)− 2H(ρps)ξψ −A(ρps)ξ2ψ]

A(ρps)D(ρps) +H(ρps)2
, (3.13)

where ρps is the photon sphere radius of photon with the specific angular momentum ξψ.

Obviously, the radius Rs is a function of parameters ξψ, ρ0, ρM and b. Thus, for the black

hole with fixed parameters ρ0, ρM and b, the quantity Rs has different value for the photon

with different ξψ. This means that the radius of the black hole shadow is determined by

the minimum value of Rs, i.e.,

RBH|(ρ0,ρM ,b) = Minimum[Rs(ρ0, ρM , b, ξψ)]|(ρ0,ρM ,b). (3.14)

Obviously, it is heavily influenced by the specific angular momentum ξψ of the photon.

From eq. (3.13), one can find that ξψ should be limited in the range ξψ ∈
(
− r′∞

2 ,
r′∞
2

)
.

Here, in figure 1, we present the changes of Rs with ξψ for different black hole parameters

in the rotating squashed KK black hole spacetime, which indicates that the specific angular

momentum of photon ξψ affects sharply the black hole shadow. For the fixed b = 0,

ρ0 = 0.3, we find that Rs has a minimum value Rsmin = 2.8426 as ξψ = 0, which means

that there exists black hole shadow with its radius RBH = 2.8426 in this case. However, for

the case with b = 0.4 and ρ0 = 0.6, we obtain the minimum value Rsmin = 0 corresponding

ξψ = 0.996112, which is in the range ξψ ∈
(
− r′∞

2 ,
r′∞
2

)
. The similar behavior also appears

in the case with b = 0.7 and ρ0 = 0.8. The special behavior Rsmin = 0 means that there

is no black shadow for a black hole in these cases, which is novel since it is impossible to

– 8 –
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1. Changes of Rs with ξψ for the rotating squashed KK black hole with different ρ0 and b.

Here we set ρM = 1.

appear in the usual black hole spacetimes. The mathematical reason is that the factor in

the right side of eq. (3.13) D(ρps)− 2H(ρps)ξψ − A(ρps)ξ
2
ψ = 0 in this case. Here, we also

present the propagation of photon with different ξψ in the rotating squashed KK black

hole spacetime with the parameters (ρ0 = 0.6, b = 0.2) in figure 2 and (ρ0 = 0.6, b = 0.4)

in figure 3, respectively. In figure 2, we find that the rotating squashed KK black hole

with parameters ρ0 = 0.6 and b = 0.2 can capture the photons with various values of

ξψ as they approach the black hole, which means that black hole shadow exists in this

case. However, for the black hole with parameters ρ0 = 0.6 and b = 0.4, we find from

figure 3 that for ξψ ≥ 0.9, the impact parameter of the photon captured by black hole first

increases and then decreases with increase of ξψ, which is consistent with the change of Rs

in figure 1c. Especially, as ξψ ∈
(
ξψc ,

r′∞
2

)
, where ξψc is the positive root of the equation

D(ρps)− 2H(ρps)ξψ −A(ρps)ξ
2
ψ = 0, we find that the photons near black hole change their

propagation direction and then become far away from the black hole. This implies that

these photons can not captured by black hole so that they could reach the observer, which

yields that there is no shadow in this case. Therefore, the specific angular momentum ξψ of

photon from the fifth dimension plays an important role in the formation of no shadow for

a rotating squashed KK black hole. The phenomenon of black hole without black shadow

would vanish if there exists the further constraint on the specific angular momentum ξψ of

photon from the fifth dimension. In figure 4, we present the parameter regions of existence

and nonexistence of black hole shadow for a rotating squashed KK black hole. The black

hole shadow exists only in the region I and there is no black shadow in the region II. In

the region III, there is no horizon and the metric (2.20) does not describe geometry of a

black hole.

In figure 5, we present the dependence of the radius of the shadow on the rotation

parameter b and the scale of transition ρ0 in the case of the spacetime parameters lie in

the region I in which there exists black hole shadow for a rotating squashed KK black

hole. From figure 5, for the case with existence of black hole shadow, one can find that the

shadow radius RBH decreases with the rotation parameter b of black hole, which is similar

to those in the usual rotating black holes. With the increase of extra dimension parameter

ρ0, the radius RBH increases monotonically in the case of b = 0. In the rotating cases with
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Figure 2. Propagation of photon with different ξψ in the rotating squashed KK black hole

spacetime with the fixed ρ0 = 0.6 and b = 0.2. Here we set ρM = 1, X = ρ sin θ cosφ and

Y = ρ(sin θ cosφ+ cos θ)/
√

2.
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Figure 3. Propagation of photon with different ξψ in the rotating squashed KK black hole

spacetime with the fixed ρ0 = 0.6 and b = 0.4. Here we set ρM = 1, X = ρ sin θ cosφ and

Y = ρ(sin θ cosφ+ cos θ)/
√

2.

the smaller b, we find that RBH first decreases and then increases with the parameter ρ0.

For the cases with the larger b, RBH decreases monotonically with the parameter ρ0.

Finally, we make use of the metric (2.20) and estimate the angular radius of the black

hole shadow by using the observable RBH as θBH = RBHM/DO, where DO is the distance

between the observer and the black hole. For an arbitrary black hole of mass M and

distance DO from the observer, the angular radius can be expressed as θBH = 9.87098 ×
10−6RBH(M/M�)(1 kpc/DO)µas [27, 32] with the mass of the Sun M�. In table 1, we

present the angular radius of the black hole by the metric (2.20) for the supermassive
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Figure 4. The parameter regions of existence and nonexistence of black hole shadow for a rotating

squashed KK black hole. The black hole shadow exists only in the region I and there is no shadow in

the region II. In the region III, there is no horizon and the metric (2.20) does not describe geometry

of a black hole. Here we set ρM = 1.

ρ0/ρM=0.0

ρ0/ρM=0.2

ρ0/ρM=0.4

ρ0/ρM=0.6

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
2.0

2.2

2.4

2.6

2.8

3.0

3.2

3.4

b/ρM

R
B
H
/ρ
M

Figure 5. Dependence of the radius of the shadow on the rotation parameter b and the scale of

transition ρ0 for a rotating squashed KK black hole. The green dashed line denote the boundary

between existence and nonexistence of black hole shadow.

black hole Sgr A∗ located at the Galactic center and the supermassive black hole in M87,

respectively. Here we use the mass M = 4.3 × 106M� and the observer distance DO =

8.3 kpc for the black hole Sgr A∗ [58], and M = 6.5× 109M� and DO = 16.8 Mpc for the

black hole in the M87 [6]. The latest observation indicates that the angular diameter of

M87 black hole is 42± 3µas [6]. Combining it with the data in table 1, one can find that

there is a room for the theoretical model of such a rotating squashed KK black hole.

4 Summary and discussion

We have studied the shadow of a rotating squashed Kaluza-Klein black hole and find that

the shadow possesses some novel properties differed from those of other rotating black holes.
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Sgr A∗ M87

θBH(µ arcsec)
b b

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6

ρ0

0.0 26.573 26.213 25.065 22.829 19.845 19.577 18.719 17.050

0.2 28.272 27.458 25.115 · · · 21.114 20.506 18.756 · · ·
0.4 29.850 29.035 · · · · · · 22.292 21.684 · · · · · ·
0.6 31.330 30.501 · · · · · · 23.397 22.778 · · · · · ·
0.8 32.729 · · · · · · · · · 24.442 · · · · · · · · ·
1.0 34.061 · · · · · · · · · 25.437 · · · · · · · · ·

Table 1. The numerical estimation for the angular radius of the black shadow for the supermassive

black hole Sgr A* in our Galaxy and the black hole in M87 by using the metric of a rotating

squashed KK black hole.

Firstly, the shadow shape is a perfect black disk for the black hole in the allowed parameter

regions of ρ0 and rotation parameter b. It is different from that of the usual Kerr rotating

black hole where the shape gradually changes from disk to “D”-shape with the increase

of rotation parameter. The circular silhouette of the shadow for the rotating squashed

KK black hole is caused by the spacetime property that there are two equal rotational

parameters in this special black hole spacetime, which also leads to that the θ-component

equation is independent of the rotation parameter. Moreover, since the radius Rs of the

image in the observer’s sky caused by the photon falling into black hole horizon depends on

the specific angular momentum ξψ of photon, only the minimum value of Rs is the radius

of the black hole shadow, which yields that the shadow for a rotating squashed KK black

hole is heavily influenced by the specific angular momentum ξψ of photon. Especially, as

the black hole parameters lie in a certain special range, we find that there is no shadow for

a black hole since the minimum value Rsmin = 0 in these special cases, which is novel since

it does not emerge in the usual black hole spacetimes. It must be noted that the black

hole without shadow is not caused by that light rays can penetrate the black hole, but by

that the photons near black hole with some special range of ξψ change their propagation

direction and then become far away from the black hole. Therefore, the specific angular

momentum ξψ of photon from the fifth dimension plays an important role in the formation

of no black shadow for a rotating squashed KK black hole. The phenomenon of black hole

without black shadow would vanish if there exists the further constraint on the specific

angular momentum ξψ of photon from the fifth dimension. In the case where black hole

shadow exists, we find that the radius of the black hole shadow RBH decreases with the

rotation parameter b of black hole, which is similar to those in the usual rotating black

holes. With the increase of extra dimension parameter ρ0, the radius of the black hole

shadow RBH increases monotonically in the case with b = 0. In the rotating cases with the

smaller b, we find that RBH first decreases and then increases with the parameter ρ0. For

the cases with the larger b, RBH decreases monotonically with the parameter ρ0. Finally,

we make use of the metric (2.20) and estimate the angular radius of the black hole shadow
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by the observation data from the supermassive black hole Sgr A∗ located at the Galactic

center and the supermassive black hole in M87, which implies that there is a room for the

theoretical model of such a rotating squashed KK black hole.
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